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	Use the ArcPy module to automate the analysis and mapping of geospatial data in ArcGIS


	About This Book

	
		Perform GIS analysis faster by automating tasks, such as selecting data or buffering data, by accessing GIS tools using scripting
	
		Access the spatial data contained within shapefiles and geodatabases, for updates, analysis and even transformation between spatial reference systems
	
		Produce map books and automate the mapping of geospatial analyses, reducing the time needed to produce and display the results



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a GIS student or professional who needs an understanding of how to use ArcPy to reduce repetitive tasks and perform analysis faster, this book is for you. It is also a valuable book for Python programmers who want to understand how to automate geospatial analyses.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Understand how to integrate Python into ArcGIS and make GIS analysis faster and easier
	
		Model an analysis and export it to Python for further improvement
	
		Create Python functions from exported scripts using ArcToolbox tools to avoid repetitive code
	
		Update the records of interest in your existing geospatial data automatically using data cursors
	
		Add new geospatial data to existing datasets automatically from field-collected data or data produced during analysis
	
		Export formatted analysis results to spreadsheets automatically
	
		Update map documents with analysis-generated data and export maps to PDF or image formats
	
		Create geometric networks and analyze routes using scripts



	In Detail


	ArcGIS allows for complex analyses of geographic information. The ArcPy module is used to script these ArcGIS analyses, providing a productive way to perform geo-analyses and to automate map production.


	This book will guide you from basic Python scripting to advanced ArcPy script tools. This book starts off with setting up your Python environment, demonstrates a complex ArcPy script tool with multiple iterations, illustrates data access module cursors, and explains how to use ArcPy Geometry classes. Then, you will learn how to output maps using ArcPy.Mapping, and how to create ArcGIS script tools.


	With the help of this book, you will be able to create repeatable analyses reducing the time-consuming nature of GIS, making you into a GIS professional as powerful as a whole team.
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Mastering Autodesk Maya 2016: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2015

	Go from 'beginner' to 'expert' with this professional, tutorial-based guide to Maya 2016


	Mastering Autodesk Maya 2016 is your professional hands-on coverage to getting the most out of Maya. If you already know the basics of Maya, this book is your ticket to full coverage of all Maya 2016's...
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The Making of a Neuromorphic Visual SystemSpringer, 2004
This book presents an approach to the construction of a visual system, which is behaviorally, computationally and neurally motivated. The goal is to characterize the process of visual categorization and to find a suitable representation format that can successfully deal with the structural variability existent within visual categories. The book...
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Special Edition Using® Microsoft® Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Special Edition Using Microsoft Office  Access 2003 is a comprehensive reference for all the features of Access  2003. This edition adds new chapters on collaboration with Microsoft SharePoint  Team Server, and creating or consuming XML Web Services, both of which are hot  topics. The XML chapter...
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The American International Pictures Video GuideMcFarland, 2009
American International released a tide of low-budget, sensationalistic films aimed at the teenage audience, finding its greatest success in the horror genre. This is a comprehensive guide to AIP movies that are or have been available in home viewing formats such as DVD and VHS. A brief history of the company, which produced movies from the 1950s...
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eXtreme .NET : Introducing eXtreme Programming Techniques to .NET DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
eXtreme .NET shows developers and team leaders how to incorporate eXtreme programming (XP) practices with .NET-connected technologies to create high quality, low-cost code that will build better software. This practical, realistic guidebook systematically covers...
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Drupal 7 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Drupal 7 is a modern Content Management System, famous for its flexibility and power. Using

	Drupal you can easily create custom functionality that would otherwise have to be purchased

	in many of the other leading CMSs.





	Drupal 7 Cookbook is filled with recipes to help you to do more with Drupal and improve your...
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